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Reading age  6-8, Interest Level  4-7 

All I said was, Morpurgo, Michael : A boy magically swaps places with a pigeon, but 

discovers being a bird isn't as simple as he thought it would be. Imagination takes 

wing in this cleverly-crafted story about a boy who becomes a bird!  

Reading age  6-8, Interest Level  6-10  

 Grey island, red boat  (Little gems), Beck, Ian: Everything 

on the Island of Ashes is grey, from the weather to the 

castle, the grass and the flowers. But then the red boat 

arrives, and with it a young man who believes he is cursed 

- everything he touches turns to colour. Princess Opal and 

the people of the island are enchanted, but the King is 

suspicious and imprisons Wendell. Opal must find a way to 

escape to a life filled with love and colour.  

Snug  (Little gems), Morpurgo, Michael: Wherever Lisa 

goes, her cat Snug follows. But as Snug grows up he 

spends more time away from home and one night comes 

home all beaten up. 

The castle in the field  (Little gems), Morpurgo, Michael: Three friends use an old 

WWII pill-box as a hide-out but get trapped in there when bullies block up the 

entrance. A great countryside tale. Chris, Lisa and Tom spend their days in their 

secret hide-out in the Castle, an old WWII pill-box. But the Castle is on Old Rafferty's 

land, and he hates kids. They find themselves in big trouble when some local lads 

lock them in and there is no one around for miles... Monster busters (Little 

gems),Funke, Cornelia: When Rosa comes across a real live monster in the fun fair 

Ghost Train, she and her friend Ivan manage to fight it off and become the monster 

busters! And it turns out that there are monsters everywhere they look - but not all of 

them need busting.. 

 The monster from the blue planet  (Little gems) 

Funke, Cornelia: Zaleb is fascinated by the solar system 

and when she gets her very own spaceship for her 

birthday, she decides to go on an adventure!  

The big fib (Little gems), Asquith, Ros: Robbie's been 

spending lots of time with Uncle Poached Egg who has 

the bad habit of exaggerating a lot of his stories. When 

Robbie gets caught up in a fib of his own, it's bound to 

spell trouble! 
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The gingerbread star (Little gems), Fine, Anne: Little Hetty dreams of being a glow-

worm instead of a boring old grey worm. She wants a light of her own so she can 

glow and light up the dark places. All the better to read after lights-out! So off Hetty 

sets, determined to get a glow of her very own. But will any of the people who live in 

the forest actually be able to help her achieve her dream? 

Good dog lion (Little gems), McCall Smith, Alexander: Timo and his mother do not 

have much money - in fact, they have almost none. But that does not matter too 

much, because Timo has his mother and she has him. They have their little house. 

They have friends and neighbours. They have the world about them. All of that can 

be enough for happiness. There is one more thing, though, that Timo would like to 

have... A dog! 

 The first third wish  (Little gems), Beck, Ian: When a newly-qualified fairy loses the 

third wish of three she must deliver to a woodcutter, young Dickon finds it. There is 

no limit to the number of times a lost wish may be used, and soon there are sparkly 

cats and magic lemonade bottles all over the place! Can fairy Cobweb find the wish 

and put a stop to Dickon's magic?" 

 My friend's a Gris-kwok  (Little gems), Blackman, 

Malorie: Mike had no idea that his best friend Alex was 

a Gris-Kwok - he can turn into any living creature he 

chooses. But so can Alex's naughty little sister Polly, 

and it's not long before Mike and Alex are dealing with 

a whole heap of trouble!  

Joe and the dragonosaurus  (Little gems), Doherty, 

Berlie: A boy who longs for a pet of his own helps out a 

local farmer when he discovers a sickly cow in a field 

which has just given birth to a calf. When Joe's teacher 

announces the new class project will be all about their 

pets, Joe turns glum - there's no animals allowed in his 

house. So when he starts to invent a pet, his imagination turns wild and the 

dragonosaurus is born! There's lots of fun to be had with his new 'pet', but when Joe 

notices something amiss on the neighbouring farm the dragonosaurus is quickly 

abandoned. Perhaps an animal to call his own is closer than Joe thinks. 

Go! Go! Chichico!  (Little gems), McCaughrean, Geraldine: Chichico is thrilled 

when talent scout spots him during a kick-about with his friends Davi and Ana, and 

he is asked to try out for Santos Brazil. But without a pair of football boots, how will 

Chichico ever be taken seriously? Loyal Davi steps in and sets out on a mission to 

solve Chichico's problem. But Davi's actions soon risk ruining Chichico's dreams 

forever. 
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The snake who came to stay  (Little gems), Donaldson, Julia. Polly has set up a 

pets' holiday home for the summer and with a house full of greedy guinea pigs, 

pesky parrots and slithering snakes, mum is getting more fed up by the day! 

Especially when Doris the snake goes missing - Can Polly find Doris before the 

snake finds the guinea pigs?  

Reading Age  6-8, Interest Level  6-11  

The smile  (Little gems), Magorian, Michelle: Josh has a problem. There's a new 

little person in the house, his baby brother Charlie. It's supposed to be a happy thing 

- but he's proving to be a nightmare! When Charlie's not howling the place down, 

he's hogging all of Mum and Dad's time and attention. Josh is fed up. But can baby 

Charlie change his mind...? 

Ted rules the world  (Little gems), Cottrell Boyce, Frank: Ted thinks there's 

something fishy going on. Ever since his birthday when he got a special loyalty card 

at the local shop, all his great ideas are being thought of by the new Prime Minister 

too. Now there's laws about walking to school and everyone has Mondays off! Could 

the shop's market research lady have anything to do with it? And if Ted has become 

a Leader, shouldn't he start thinking up proper laws to save the world...? 

Mary's hair  (Little gems), Colfer, Eoin: One child. One pair of scissors. A lot of 

disastrous haircuts! Mary loathes her big, curly, bushy hair and so she chops it all 

off... and she looks fantastic! Well, at least she thinks so. But her mammy is not 

convinced and forbids her from ever cutting her own hair again. But she didn't say 

anything about anyone else. 

 Mr Birdsnest and the house next door  (Little 

gems), Donaldson, Julia: Two children worry that a 

new neighbour will ruin the overgrown garden they 

love to play in at the back of their grandmother's 

house.  A tiger in the back garden! A bird-eating spider 

in the cupboard! Elmo and his sister love playing in the 

jungle house next door, that is, until mean old Mr 

Birdsnest moves in. But when it appears that Mr 

Birdsnest has kidnapped their grandma they must 

sneak back in to rescue her!  
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Reading Age  6-8, Interest Level  7-10  

The rats of Meadowsweet Farm  (Little gems), King-Smith, Dick: Life on 

Meadowsweet Farm has always had a balance - Farmer Green turns a blind eye to 

the messiness of his farm and the rats run the show, glorying in the muck and the 

mire. Well, one rat in particular - Ripper the King Rat. But one day things turn upside 

down when Farmer Green kills some of Ripper's best men. Now the rats are out for 

revenge... 

Reading Age  6-8, Interest Level  7-12  

The smallest horse in the world  (4u2read ), Strong, Jeremy: A girl acquires a 

magical horse and helps find to its true owner. Bella loves her picture of a horse. But 

when it breaks, a real, tiny horse jumps out! Can Bella keep her new friend a secret - 

and help her find a home? 

Reading Age  7-9, Interest Level  7-11  

Weird happenings, Umansky, Kaye: Have you ever wanted to stay at home when 

your parents go off to visit family? That's what Pinchton Primm did. But when he 

invites the Weird family from next door round to his house, things start to go horribly 

wrong. Will he ever get everything back to normal before his parents get home? 

 Meet the Weirds, Umansky, Kaye: A prim and proper family 

and their eccentric neighbours manage to make friends. Do 

you always keep your room nice and tidy? Pinchton does - he 

has to, because his mum loves things to be neat. So when 

The Weirds move in next door and make a mess of 

everything, his mum is not happy. But Pinchton is curious and 

when he creeps round to meet the new neighbours, there are 

a lot of surprises in store! 

Wildly weird, Umansky, Kaye: Follows the strange chain of 

events when the Weird family enter a plant in the local flower 

show. A plant show? Yawn. Pinchton Primm thinks it'll be as 

boring as Sprout Surprise. But then the Weird family bring their House Plant 

along...This plant is in a pot, but it's out of control - and it doesn't like losing 

competitions! 
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Reading Age  7-9, Interest Level  7-12  

Going batty  (4u2read), Agard, John: Shona worries about her fear of bats when 

they not only become the subject of the new class project, but also turn up in a 

colony in the attic of her house. Shona likes most creatures in the world but for some 

reason she's terrified of bats, and so she's a bit concerned when her new teacher 

announces they're about to begin a bat project. But that's nothing to how she feels 

when a colony of the pesky flappers turn up in her own attic! Luckily Miss Bates turns 

out to be a bat expert and she's soon on the case. Particularly suitable for struggling, 

reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 7+ 

 I never liked Wednesdays  (4u2read), McGough, 

Roger: Midge and his friend are always getting up to all 

sorts of mischief. They live in Liverpool, but have grand 

ideas of running away to sea - but no one believes that 

they could manage such a courageous feat! Well, they'll 

show them. But when big sisters get involved, there's no 

telling how far their mischief will take them...Laugh-out-

loud adventures of childhood high jinks and rascality. 

If only we had a helicopter ( 4u2read), McGough, 

Roger: Two friends have an adventure searching for 

treasure with their new pet dog. Midge and co. are back! 

And this time there's a brand new four-legged friend in 

tow.  New Dog needs a name and the boys need an adventure, so what are the 

three to do but sort it out themselves - there will be rescue missions, viking attacks 

and buried treasure galore before the week is out. 

Ellie & the sea monster, French, Vivian: A princess meets a sea monster who tells 

her he is a prince who has been cursed by a wizard and is seeking a magic wish to 

change him back. Ellie is no ordinary Princess. She is determined to reach the Hill of 

Promises in time for the setting of the Second Sun and cast her very own wish. If 

that means fighting through forests, sailing sea-turtles and scaling over mountains 

and river rapids then so be it. However, stumbling across a surprisingly well-spoken 

Sea Monster wasn't part of the plan. Could he be more than he seems? Particularly 

suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers of 8+.  

Running from the rainbow, McCombie, Karen: Rosie Roberts has a secret. So 

when she moves to a new school, she's desperate not to draw too much attention to 

herself.  But things aren't so easy when your Mum is the popular new teacher 

everyone is talking about.. 

Game Boy reloaded, Durant, Alan: Mia and Zak find a strange games console in 

the canal. When you play it, it sucks you inside the game! But now Zak's vanished. 

Can Mia save him? Or will they both be trapped forever? 
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Game Boy, Durant, Alan: A boy gets sucked into a computer adventure game and 

must fight to escape. JP can't wait to play his new Game Boy game. But the 

adventure on this game is for real! Can he survive till the end of the level - or is this 

GAME OVER? 

Reading Age  8-10, Interest Level  7-12 

 Gnomes, gnomes, gnomes  (4u2read), Fine, Anne, ; 

Gausden, Vicki. Sam loves making gnomes out of clay. 

Dozens and dozens and dozens of gnomes, living huddled 

together out in the shed. But when Sam's mum suddenly 

needs that space, she says the gnomes will have to go. And 

so Sam plans a send-off for his little clay friends - a send-off 

that turns into a night the family will never forget!  

Stat man  F.Y.I, Durant, Alan ; Hudson, Brett. Arnie Keen is 

a real football boffin. He knows so many footie facts that his 

mates call him 'Stat Man'. But then Arnie's team's star player 

is hurt, and Arnie has to take his place. Can Arnie cut it on the pitch? And can the 

team still win the Cup? Packed with loads of ace facts about football! 

 

Reading Age  8-10, Interest Level  7-13 

Who's a big bully then? Morpurgo, Michael. ; Carey, Joanna.  A boy gets the 

better of a school bully when he challenges him to tame a bull. How would you feel if 

you beat the school bully in a race? And then he wanted a fight? How would you 

cope? Find out what happens to Darren in front of all of his friends! When bully 

Darren challenges me to a fight I decided the only way to win is to trick him. 

Sterling and the canary, Stanton, Andy. ; Collins, Ross. A boy enlists the help of a 

talking canary to win the heart of a girl who he has a crush on. Sterling tries 

desperately to woo the beautiful new girl, Lizzie Harris. Who can he ask for help? 

Certainly not his friend Doctor Edward Macintosh - that would be far too 

embarrassing. Perhaps a canary would do the trick. Yes, you did read right. A 

canary. A very special canary...  

Reading Age  6-8, Interest Level 8-12 

The ghost in the bath, Strong, Jeremy: Luke gets help with his history project when 

he discovers the ghost of a young women who drowned on the Titanic in his 

bathroom, and who is looking for her fiance. Luke is rather surprised to find a ghost 

in his bath - and she needs his help! Can Luke help Ellie to find her fiance Charlie 

AND finish his history project for Mrs Trouble - sorry, Mrs Rubble - before he's really 

in hot water?  
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Reading Age  7-9, Interest Level  8-12  

 The monster snowman, Cross, Gillian. ; Collins, Ross. 

Jack, Ryan and Sam have built the biggest, scariest 

snowman ever. It's a Monster Snowman - and it even has a 

phone! But later that night, Jack gets a weird text. It's not 

from Sam or Ryan. Who wants Jack to come out to play?  

Deadlocked  Rugby Academy,Palmer, Tom ; Shephard, 

David (Illustrator), "Tensions run high as team mates 

worry about their armed forces parents during the 

championship finals in New Zealand. Owen and the 

Borderlands squad have fought hard to reach the World 

Championship finals. Now they're 12,000 miles from home 

and about to face the mighty New Zealanders. They need 

to give it their all. But Jesse is up to his usual tricks, and Owen's the only one with 

the guts to challenge him. Can Owen step up to the mark? A sporting story set 

against the backdrop of war and the effect of conflict on the families of those serving 

overseas. 

Sammy and the starman, Cassidy, Anne ; Ross, Tony. Sammy thinks the tiny 

space rocket is a toy - until he meets the spaceman who owns it! The Starman is 397 

years old, very small, and very, very cross. Can Sammy save Jax the Starman from 

the nasty boy next door? And can Jax get back to his own planet in time?  

The vampire of Croglin, Deary, Terry. ; Percival, Tom. Based on a true story, 

recounts a supposed vampire attack on a young woman in 1780. When a sister and 

two brothers move into remote Croglin Grange, things soon begin to go bump in the 

night. The sister is attacked by a vampire and a body in the nearby graveyard shows 

signs of having 'walked'... What's going on? A spooky historical adventure from the 

author of Horrible Histories. 

Reading Age  8-10, Interest Level  8-12 

 Football crazy, Bradman, Tony, ; Broad, Michael. Danny 

and his mates Jamil and Lewis are over the moon when 

football legend Jock Ramsey agrees to coach their team. 

For the first time ever the Rovers might have a chance of 

winning something! But Ramsey's a tough coach. They 

train every night, and Saturdays too. It's a lot of pressure for 

lads who just like a kickabout in the park. Can Danny, Lewis 

and Jamil survive the pressure and stay football crazy-in a 

good way? 
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Space ace, Brown, Eric ; Ross, Tony. Billy dreams of flying in space, and one day 

his Grandad promises him a trip around the Earth. It all goes wrong when the ship's 

computer takes over and they zoom away on a grand tour of the Solar System. Did 

you know...How old the Sun is? Or which planet is named after the Roman 

messenger to the Gods? Or who the first person in space was? Find out all this and 

lots more inside! 

Amazing!, McKay, Hilary. ; Phillips, Mike. A quiet boy discovers he's more exciting 

than he first imagined. Peter is the quiet. When his friends tell amazing stories, he 

just listens. He doesn't have adventures, or a hairy gran, or a smelly cat, or anything 

interesting to talk about. Peter thinks he must be the most boring person ever. Peter 

is wrong... 

 

Reading Age  6-8, Interest Level  8-13  

Chuckle Bob's great escape, Strong, Jeremy: A monkey escapes from a pet shop 

and finds his way to a family who look after him when the weather turns wintery.  

Chuckle Bob doesn't like the pet shop. He wants to be free! But it's hard for a little 

monkey to live outside in the rain and the cold. Can Chuckle Bob find a new home? 

Maybe Jessica and Dan can help.  

Reading Age  7-9, Interest Level  8-13  

 Surface to air  (Rugby Academy), Palmer, Tom ; Shephard, 

David (Illustrator). Rory's anxiety about his team mates affects 

his playing ability when his team compete in the European 

Championship in France. Rory will stop at nothing to perfect his 

kicking. He'll keep on training long after other players have 

called it a day. But now Rory is in France with the Borderlands 

team, and his routine is shot. As the European Championship 

gets underway, Rory struggles to keep his head while 

everything seems set against him. Can Rory kick to win? 

Second instalment of Tom Palmer's action-packed rugby trilogy 

set against the backdrop of war. 

Combat zone  (Rugby Academy), Palmer, Tom ; Shephard, David (Illustrator), 

Woody's mad on football. He dreams of playing for his country one day. But Woody's 

dad is a fighter pilot, and his squadron are going to war. All of a sudden, Woody finds 

himself in a boarding school for armed forces kids. Where everyone is rugby mad. 

As Woody's dad does his duty thousands of miles away, Woody finds himself in a 

new world. Will rugby be his saviour? 
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Young werewolf, Funke, Cornelia Caroline, ; Roberts, David. When Matt and his 

best friend Lisa encounter a strange beast in a dark alley, Matt's life changes for 

ever. As the moon rises, Matt looks in the mirror and sees flashing yellow eyes and a 

LOT of hair! His voice is now a growl. And his breath STINKS! Even Lisa doesn't 

have an answer to this crisis. And, as the full moon approaches, the wolf inside Matt 

is growing wilder and wilder. 

 

Reading Age 8, Interest level 8-13 

 Craig M'Nure, Rayner, Shoo. Have you ever wondered 

what it would be like to live all alone on an island? Craig 

M'nure lives on the tiny island of Bronch's Chair in the middle 

of the Atlantic Ocean. He makes his living by scraping bird 

poo off the rocks and selling it as fertiliser! 

Reading Age  9-10, Interest Level  8-13 

Dragon! McKay, Hilary. ; Phillips, Mike. When Max won't tidy his room, his witchy 

aunt flies off in a temper - on her broomstick! Max is left on his own, with a dragon's 

egg to look after. But now the dragon's coming out... and it's hungry! 

Reading Age  7-9, Interest Level  9-11  

The wickedest witch in the world, Umansky, Kaye, ; Kelley, Gerald. A humorous 

reworking of the Hansel and Gretel fairytale told from the point of view of the witch 

who has to teach two badly behaved children some manners. Old Maggit reckons 

she's got just the ticket to win the Wickedest Witch Contest. A house of sweets to 

tempt the kiddies in and a big oven to roast them! But Maggit was planning on 

catching some nice, well-behaved children. She didn't expect a pair of brats with an 

attitude problem. It's a case for Supernanny, but Maggit will just have to do!  

Fox friend  (4u2read Simplified ed.), Morpurgo, Michael. ; Carey, Joanna. A girl 

secretly nurtures an injured fox cub even though her father, a farmer, thinks of them 

as vermin that should be destroyed. Clare finds a tiny fox cub who is in need of her 

help. But her dad thinks foxes are pests - and he shoots them. Can Clare keep her 

fox friend safe?  

Young wizards, Lawrence, Michael ; Mould, Chris.  Two boys discover they have 

strange new powers. Birthdays are great. You get gifts, and cake, and sometimes a 

party. Shame the next birthday is your sister's! Say hello to twins Brin and Arlo, their 

stressed-out parents and their big sister Ellie. Ellie is about to be 13, which may be 

lucky for her...or not. And Brin and Arlo have just discovered some interesting gifts of 

their own. 
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Reading Age  7-9, Interest Level  9-12  

Monster slayer (Little gems New edition], Patten, Brian ; Riddell, Chris. A retelling of 

the Beowulf legend for reluctant and struggling readers. The monster Grendel has 

awoken and the townspeople are terrified. Even the King has abandoned his great 

Hall. Hero after hero comes to slay the monster, but no one can outwit Grendel. Only 

Beowulf has a chance. But when Beowulf finally triumphs, an even greater horror 

awakens. Grendel's mother, the Hag, wants revenge on the slayer of her son. 

Prince Frog Face, Umansky, Kaye, ; Whitehouse, Ben. An impolite 

and boorish prince is turned into a frog by a witch in the hope of 

teaching him some good manners. Prince Valentine of Romantica is 

absolutely outraged - some raggedy old witch has had the audacity 

to turn him into a frog! A FROG! This just cannot be allowed to 

stand. He's far too busy interviewing princesses for the honoured 

post of his girlfriend to be hopping around and squatting in murky 

water. He had a points system and everything. But apparently he 

needs to learn manners. Honestly, some people...  

Mad Iris and the bad school report, Strong, Jeremy ; Anderson, Scoular. The 

children try to keep their school pet ostrich from upsetting inspectors, a nervous 

parent and an animal expert. Pudding Lane Primary's favourite ostrich mascot is 

back for another adventure! Mad Iris is up to her usual mischief, but this time Ross, 

Katie and the rest of the school have their work cut out for them to keep her under 

control - the OFSTED School Inspectors are coming to visit!  The school can't get a 

bad report - can they keep Mad Iris hidden and out of trouble? 

Honey and me, McCombie, Karen, ; Brett, Cathy. A 12-year-old girl upset by 

parents arguing at home and changing schools finds an old childhood friend to talk 

to. Things haven't been great for Kirsten recently - she's had to start at a new school 

where she doesn't know anybody, and home hasn't been a great place to be either 

with Mum and Dad arguing all the time. At least she has her old friend Honey to talk 

to. But her new friends have lots of questions about Honey... and her older brother 

Finn might just spill the beans about this special friend! 

 Cherry Green, story queen,  Dalton, Annie, ; Alder, Charlie. 

Have you ever felt like you were trapped in the wrong story? 

Mia wishes she could change her story. Leave the foster home. 

Be back at home with her mum. But that's impossible. Mia 

knows she just has to learn to live with it. Like Billy, with his daft 

diamond, Juno with her sarky talk, and Kyle...who's a whole 

other story. But then Cherry Green arrives with a spring in her 

step and a book in her bag. Can one girl and one old book help 

Mia, Billy, Juno and Kyle find the happy ending they all need? 
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The Queen's tale, Umansky, Kaye, ; Honore, Alexandre. A humorous re-telling of 

Snow White from the evil stepmother's point of view. The Queen is fed up with Snow 

White. She's so sickeningly soppy and trilling and she turns her father the King into a 

gibbering fool. So when a run-of-the-mill magic mirror tells the Queen that Snow 

White is more beautiful than she is, Snow White has got to go! Laugh-out-loud 

comedy from a hugely popular author.  

The genie, Hooper, Mary ; Bonson, Tom. A girl discovers a wish-granting genie in a 

box that she buys from a jumble sale for her father.  Would you like a real genie as a 

friend? Fudge brings one home quite by chance and thinks she can use his magic 

powers to make life easier. But the genie's attempts to help backfire with amazingly 

funny results  

Don't go in the cellar  (4u2read New] ed), Strong, Jeremy ; Anderson, Scoular.Two 

friends find a strange machine in the cellar that makes stories come true around 

them. Have you ever wanted to go somewhere just because you've been told not to? 

Zack (12) finds a warning in his bedroom telling him not to go down to the cellar. But 

when Laura comes to stay, they both go exploring - with awful results! 

The story of Matthew Buzzington,  Stanton, Andy. ; Collins, Ross. A boy turns into 

a fly and saves his school from a burglary and befriends the school bully. Matthew 

Buzzington has a special secret power - he can turn into a fly. Only problem is, it 

doesn't work! The school bully's making his life a misery - can he summon up his 

powers to take revenge?  

 The house with no name  (4u2read Simplified ed.). 

Goodhart, Pippa. ; Kavanagh, Peter. When Jamie's 

dad buys a house that's been empty for many years, 

they discover ghosts, mystery - and danger. Can Jamie 

and his friend Colin learn the truth before anyone else 

gets hurt? 

Mad Iris  (4u2read Simplified ed.)] Strong, Jeremy ; 

Anderson, Scoular. The sudden arrival of an Ostrich at a 

school causes mayhem. Would you like to have an 

ostrich for a pet? Ross has big problems when one 

turns up in the school playground. How can he save her 

from the men in black who want to kill her? And why is 

Katie stuck in the boys' toilets? 

Mad Iris goes missing, Strong, Jeremy ; Anderson, Scoular. How many 

ostriches does it take to smash up a school? One. And her name is Mad Iris. Mad 

Iris has gone! Top End Primary has stolen her from Ross's school. She's not happy - 

and nor are Top End Primary. They didn't know how much muddle and mess a 6-

foot-tall ostrich could make! Can Ross rescue Iris before she gets into real trouble? 
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Reading Age  7-9, Interest Level  9-13  

My dog daisy, Ure, Jean, ; Alder, Charlie. Lily is absolutely desperate for her very 

own dog. She's wanted one for as long as she can remember and no other pet will 

do. But Mum says they can't keep one in their new flat - disaster! So when Lily meets 

a fellow dog-lover in the park one day she hatches a plan to be a co-owner. Will her 

new friend Charlotte and Fred the dog be the answer to all her prayers? 

Bulletcatcher,  Bradford, Chris, ; Evergreen, Nelson. Gunfire echoes through the 

mall. A woman runs past, wide-eyed with terror. A boy is shot at point-blank range... 

But the boy survives the terrorist attack. In fact, he doesn't even bleed. He is a 

bulletcatcher-somehow the bullets bounce off him. Troy's skills are rare - and soon 

SPEAR recruits him into its rank to protect the rich and powerful. Demand is greater 

then ever as the terrorists scale up the violence. Can Troy and this unit of super-kids 

keep Terminus City safe? 

Robot girl, Blackman, Malorie, ; Griffin, Matthew (Colourist). A girl discovers that her 

scientist father has made an AI version of her in his laboratory. Claire is keen to find 

out what her dad has been working on in his lab. He's been really excited about it 

and Claire knows it must be something that will make him even more famous. But 

the big reveal isn't at all what she expected and now Claire has a dilemma on her 

hands - what do you do when your dad has created a monster...? 

 Sweetness and lies, McCombie, Karen, ; Secheret, 

Jessica. Tilly has just started at her new secondary school 

and she's the luckiest girl in the world - she's found Mia, her 

new Best Friend Forever already! When Amber joins their 

class a few days later, Tilly thinks she might have found 

another friend, but Mia starts to act a little oddly - she says 

that Amber is a total liar. Who should Tilly believe? 

An alien ate me for breakfast, Brown, Eric ; Grant, Shona. 

A boy and a girl encounter an alien spaceship as they walk 

home from school. One minute, Mouse's biggest problem is 

the local bully. The next-he's taken away by aliens! That's 

the start of Mouse and Millie's space adventure, starting with them on an alien menu! 

Can Mouse and Millie find their way home? 

Living with vampires, Strong, Jeremy ; Anderson, Scoular. Follows a boy's 

attempts to turn his vampire parents into normal people. Are your parents normal? 

Kevin's parents are really odd. Blood is their favourite drink and they can turn people 

into zombies! How can Kevin make them behave at the school disco?  
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Reading age  7-9, Interest Level  9-14  

The number 7 shirt, Gibbons, Alan ; Sotirovski, Aleksandar. Recounts a nine-

year-old footballer's experiences when he joins the Manchester United Academy. 

Jimmy dreams of becoming a pro footballer. Can he make it with the help of his 

heroes, all wearers of the number seven shirt? Fabulous football story, covering the 

stars from Best to Beckham via Ronaldo and Cantona. 

 

Reading Age  8-9, Interest Level  9-12  

The two Jacks, Bradman, Tony, ; Collins, Ross. Jack Baker is the perfect pupil until 

one day, when a new teacher mistakes him for the bad boy, Jack Barker. She even 

thinks that Jack Barker is the teacher's pet. Will life ever be the same for the two 

Jacks? 

Problems with a python, Strong, Jeremy ; Anderson, Scoular. Adam agrees to look 

after Gary's pet python, but things get wildly out of hand when he decides to take her 

to school to impress his friends. Adam's got a problem and it's out of control! A 

snake has escaped. It's loose in the school and it's Adam's fault! Can he find it 

before things get wildly out of hand? 

Reading Age  8-10, Interest Level  9-12 

 Vigi the Viking and the dream dragon, Anderson, 

Scoular. Vigi wants to be a Viking warrior, but the only thing 

he's ever really fought with is Grandma Grumpit's awful 

porridge! But when Vigi's father gets swindled by a band of 

pirates, Vigi and his friends set out on an adventure worthy 

of the Viking name. 

Zombie!, Donbavand, Tommy. ; Percival, Tom. When 

Nathan and his sister visit their grandfather's grave the last 

thing they expect is to be accosted by a zombie. A zombie 

looking for some lemonade. For a party. Can they help him? 

And will he be able to help them see their granddad again? 
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Reading Age  8-9, Interest Level  9-13 

Wartman  (4u2read)  Morpurgo, Michael, ; Carey, Joanna. Dilly's got a wart! Right 

on his knee. Everyone starts calling him 'Wartman' and laughing at him. Dilly doesn't 

know what to do - until he meets old Mr Ben, then everything changes! 

The cupcake wedding, Cross, Gillian, ; De Polonia, Nina. When Holly's sister 

announces her engagement, wedding planning begins in earnest. But a tight budget 

means missing out on some wedding essentials - like the cake! Holly decides to put 

her baking skills to the test and surprise the happy couple with 1000 cupcakes! What 

could possibly go wrong?  

 How brave is that?  (4u2read) Fine, Anne, ; Gausden, Vicki. 

Having to help his mum look after baby triplets means that 

Tom hasn't always got the appropriate school uniform and he 

has to make some brave decisions in what to wear to school 

so that he can pass his exams. Tom's a brave lad. All he's ever 

wanted to do is work hard at school, pass his exams, and join 

the army. He never gives up, even when terrible triplets turn 

life upside down at home. But when disaster strikes on exam 

day Tom has to come up with a plan. Fast. And it will be the 

bravest thing he's ever done!  

Reading age  8-10, Interest Level  9-13  

The Lord of the Mountain  5 Lords of Pain ; bk. 1, Lovegrove, James. A 15-year-

old boy must fight a series of demons in a duel called the Contest. It's his destiny to 

fight the 5 Lords of Pain-demons who have been trying to break into our world for 

centuries. But something's gone wrong. Tom must face the 5 Lords now - and no 

way is he ready. If he loses, a new Dark Age will begin. No pressure then. 

The Lord of the Void  5 Lords of Pain ; bk. 2, Lovegrove, James. Tom faces the 

Lord of the Void in his second duel in the Contest. Book two : Tom is increasingly 

isolated from his friends and resentful of the task ahead. While he's away fighting the 

Lord of the Void, his best friend Sharif is brutally attacked. 

The Lord of Tears  5 Lords of Pain ; bk. 3, Lovegrove, James. Book three : Tom 

learns that Sharif's attacker was a Shinobi Ghost sent by his Great-Aunt Akiko, to 

force Tom to pull out of the contest and let his cousin Mai take over. Tom agrees, but 

can he really walk away?  

The Lord of the Typhoon  5 Lords of Pain ; bk. 4,Lovegrove, James. In his fourth 

duel, Tom must face the demon who killed his father. Dragon reveals his true nature: 

he is the Lord of Fire. He has been stealing the Element Gems, from Tom after each 

duel. Now he is unstoppable. But he still has to fight Tom.. 
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The Lord of Fire  5 Lords of Pain ; bk. 5, Lovegrove, James. Tom must beat the 

Lord of Fire to save the world from a fiery fate. Book Five : Tom calls in Mai, Akiko 

and the Shinobi Ghost army to fight the Lord of Fire. The all-powerful demon can't be 

defeated - unless Tom can get the Element Gems back and turn the other Lords of 

Pain against the traitor. 

Blue Moon, Oldfield, Jenny ; Blythe, Gary. Anna worries that her dad is going to sell 

her horse when the family are faced with hospital bills after her mum is diagnosed 

with a stomach tumour. When Anna's mum Kerry gets sick and faces big hospital 

bills, her dad Rex says they need to sell off their most valuable horses. Anna knows 

her own horse Blue Moon is the best on the ranch, and so she and her best friend 

Lee hide him in an abandoned barn. Rex is horrified that Anna would ever think he 

would sell the horse but when they go to retrieve Blue Moon, the horse is gone. 

 Mum never did learn to knock, Hopkins, Cathy ; Wright, 

Louise. Emily and her Dad have been on their own since her 

mum left. But Emily has a secret: she still sees her mum, and 

people are beginning to worry about her. Because Emily's mum 

isn't coming back... she died three weeks ago. Now Emily has 

her very own ghost, who pops up while she's in the bath, helps 

her with history tests and makes her laugh. Emily never wants 

her to leave. But as her friendship with Mark starts to develop 

into something more, can Emily find the strength to start letting 

go? 

Young Merlin, Bradman, Tony. ; Evergreen, Nelson. Merlin has known that he's 

different all his life. People avoid him in the street and snigger about his mum. Plus 

he keeps having these terrible nightmares. So when the king's men come to take him 

to court he's only a little surprised. But what lies ahead is beyond anything he could 

have imagined. This is the action-packed first part of a trilogy plotting Merlin's 

journey from his youth to his mastery of magic. 

Merlin and the ring of power, Bradman, Tony. Merlin knows his destiny makes him 

different. His power is growing every day. But there are other threats to deal with. 

The King. And the Ring of Power Merlin must find to save the land. A gripping sequel 

to ""Young Merlin,"" plotting Merlin's journey from his youth to his mastery of magic. 

The Lambton curse  (Reloaded), Doyle, Malachy. ; Gibson, Dylan. Young 

Lambton's used to getting his own way. If he wants to go fishing on a Sunday, then 

that's what he'll do, despite the old man's warnings. But the creature he catches is 

evil, and threatens to curse him and his family for the rest of time. Will he manage to 

slay it and save the future generations of Lambtons 
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The evil eye, McGann, Oisin. An Irish legend in which a boy battles an evil man-

monster, who is actually his grandfather. Balor's been told that one of his 

grandchildren will kill him, so he throws them all into the sea. One, Lug, survives, 

and vows to kill him. But Lug's in for a mighty battle - Balor's deadly eye of 

destruction incinerates everything he looks at. How will Lug defeat this powerful 

weapon? 

Perry's 5, Jones, Gareth (Gareth P.) ; Gibson, Dylan. Five pupils plan to steal the 

exam papers for GCSE Maths from their school. It's the scam of the century - well, 

the school year. Five kids, one exam paper, and one crazy plan. Will Perry be able to 

pull off his scheme to steal the GCSE Maths paper? Or will it all be ruined by the 

sadistic games teacher with a grudge? An hilarious heist. 

Codebreakers, Chancellor, Deborah. Two friends foil a kidnap plot thanks to 

cracking the codes on a mobile phone they found. Jack and Harry love codes, and 

can't believe their luck when they find a mobile phone with a cryptic message on it. 

They set out to decode it, and it leads them into a kidnapping plot! Will they be able 

to stop the plan from going ahead? 

The dragon and the warlord, Bloor, Thomas. ; Atanasov, Daniel. Sheng finds a 

dragon's pearl that magicaly brings water to his village. Action-packed Chinese myth 

retold. Sheng's village is dying of thirst, and the evil Lord Zuko has control of the 

water supply. But when Sheng stumbles upon a strange pearl, he begins to change. 

It's time for Sheng to fight back - things will never be the same again... 

 

Reading Age  9-10, Interest Level  9-13 

 War games: two stories, Deary, Terry. What do football, 

cricket and the Second World War have in common? 

Cricket fanatic George is evacuated to the country. Can he 

prove himself in the school cricket team? Meanwhile, life 

for a Jew in wartime Germany isn't easy - will Esther's 

passion for football survive? Travel back in time to find out! 

The stepsisters' story, Umansky, Kaye. Provides a 

retelling of the traditional Cinderella story, told from the 

stepsisters point of view. Everyone knows Cinderella's 

story, but what about the ugly stepsisters? Angula and Lardine think they should get 

the prince, the money and the fame-and will stop at nothing to get them! But will they 

live happily ever after? 
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Reading Age  8-10, Interest Level  9-14 

United, here I come! Solo Combes, Alan, ; Sotirovski, Aleksandar. Jack and Jimmy 

are both terrible at football. Everyone says so. But Jimmy's convinced that he will 

play for United. Will he be able to prove everyone wrong?  

Reading Age  9-10, Interest Level  9-14 

One-nil, Bradman, Tony. The England football team are secretly training at Luke's 

local ground! But how can he see them when he has to go to school? Luke's got to 

come up with a plan, fast, so he can meet his heroes and make his dream come 

true...  

Reading age  9-12, Interest Level  10-12 

 Sam and Ruby's Olympic adventure, Bradman, Tony. 

Ruby and Sam are given an ultimatum by their teacher: 

either they present a project on the Olympic Games or will 

not be allowed to go on their school trip. Creating a time 

machine, using Sam's spare wheelchair, they travel from the 

beginning of the Olympics in Athens to the Beijing Olympics 

of 2008. Exciting story which presents the history of the 

Olympic Games in a fun format. 

The doomsday watchers, Barlow, Steve. Tim is on the run from the government, 

and in big trouble! They are watching his every move ...can he stay one step ahead? 

High-tech, fast-paced sequel to The Doomsday Virus 

Reading Age  9-10, Interest Level  10-13 

 Hagurosan, Shan, Darren, ; McLaughlin, Zack. Hagurosan 

wanted to stay at home and play. But his mother asked him to 

take cake to the spirits of the shrine. And so he pulled a face, 

stuck the cake in his pocket, and set off. It's a long, hot, hungry 

climb up the Holy Mountain. Hagurosan only meant to take a tiny 

bite of the cake. But then there was nothing left...The spirits 

have cursed people for less. They have brought dreadful illness 

upon them. They have struck them down dead. What will they do 

to Hagurosan?  

The goblin of Tara, McGann, Oisin. Finn MacCool protects the people of Tara 

against a goblin from the Otherworld.  
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Reading Age  8-10, Interest Level  11-13 

The dying photo, Gibbons, Alan ; Gibson, Dylan. ; Pybis, James. Jamie's shopping 

with his parents in Liverpool when a photographer offers to take a picture. The 

camera flashes. Both Jamie's parents and the photographer have gone, and all that's 

left is a negative fluttering to the ground. On it - Jamie's parents. And they're 

screaming. Can Jamie discover what's happened? 

Reading age  8-10, Interest Level  12-15 

The ghost box, Fisher, Catherine. Sarah is haunted by the 

ghost of a pickpocket whose soul is trapped inside a locked 

silver box. Sarah hates her new step-brother, Matt. So 

there's no way she'd tell him about her dreams. About the 

face in the tree, or the eyes that are watching her. Or the box 

that proves the dreams to be real.A web of fear is being spun 

around Sarah. And Matt may be the only one who can free 

her. 

  


